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A: I see some problems with your report, the most important of them being that the first block of four code lines in the txt file are not the first four lines of your description of the txt file. They're the first four lines of the description of a.cpp file. And they're an incomplete description, and they're not the lines in your post above the description. Your earlier description of the
txt file is that it has these code lines: --- file: df.txt ****** /********/ /********/ /********/ /********/ And you say that that's the contents of the txt file. The txt file has the four code lines you wrote about above the lines about the.cpp file. So the first four lines of the txt file should read: --- file: df.txt ----- /********/ /********/ /********/ /********/ If the file does
indeed look like this, then the problem is that your.txt file is not the file df.txt that you described. The name of the file is df.txt.cpp. That's the first error. The second error is that your description of the txt file says that the four code lines are the first four lines of the txt file. But they're not. They're the first four lines of the description of a.cpp file. That's the second error. Q:
C# - Handling memory allocation errors I have C# code that does a lot of allocations, and I was thinking about what to do when an allocation error occurs. In the example below, I create a thousand small boxes, and then each box references a value in another box (using a reference), and the reference is deleted at the end of the program. My questions are: Should I be
handling these allocations and creating strong references? Is it even possible for a reference to be closed or dereferenced without an exception being thrown? Here is the example code: class Box { public int X { get; set; } public int Y { get; set; } public Box(int x, int y) { this.X = x; this.Y = 2d92ce491b
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